HOW TO GET TO US

DISTANCES

- Kurfürstendamm 2.6 km
- Central Station 2.6 km
- Zoo 2.7 km
- Brandenburger Tor 3.8 km
- Reichstag 3.9 km
- Potsdamer Platz 4.2 km
- Airport Tegel 4.5 km
- Fair 5 km
- Airport Schönefeld 22.2 km

PARKING

Take advantage of our underground parking spaces in the house (fee). Unfortunately, these can not be reserved in advance and are subject to availability.

ARRIVAL

CONTACT

ADREMA HOTEL
Gotzkowskystr. 20|21
10555 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 747 820 0
info@gold-inn.de

CENTRAL RESERVATION
Tel. +49 (0) 30 34 34 73 300
Fax +49 (0) 30 34 34 73 333
reservation@gold-inn.de

MEETINGS & EVENTS
Tel. +49 (0) 30 34 34 73 200
Fax +49 (0) 30 34 34 73 222
event@gold-inn.de

Adrema.Hotel.Berlin
GoldInnHotels
www.hotel-adrema.de
FROM THE NORTH (HAMBURG): 
A24 in the direction of Berlin. At the Havelland interchange, continue on the A10 in the direction of the Oranienburg interchange. At the Oranienburg interchange, continue on the A111 in the direction of Berlin centre (Zoo). At the Heckerdamm junction, leave the A111 and continue along Kurt-Schumacher-Damm in the direction of Heckerdamm. At the roundabout (Jakob-Kaiser-Platz), take the second turn to the right in the direction of Berlin Central (Tegeler Weg). After 870 metres, turn left into Osnabrücker Strasse. Continue along the Kaiserin-Augusta-Allee, which becomes Alt-Moabit. After 170 metres on Alt-Moabit, turn right into Gotzkowskystraße. You will find the Adrema Hotel on your right after only a few metres.

FROM THE SOUTH (MUNICH): 
A 9 in the direction of Berlin. At the Potsdam interchange, continue on the A10 in the direction of Berlin Central. At the Nuthetal interchange, turn half right onto the A115 in the direction of Berlin Central. At the Funkturm interchange, turn half right onto the A100 in the direction of Hamburg / Wedding / city centre / ICC Messedamm. At the Beusselstraße junction, turn right into Beusselstraße. At the end of Beusselstraße, turn left into Alt-Moabit and then right into Gotzkowskystraße. You will find the Adrema Hotel on your right after only a few metres.

FROM THE WEST (DÜSSELDORF/COLOGNE): 
A1 in the direction of Dortmund/Wuppertal/Bremen At the Kamener Kreuz motorway junction, turn half right onto the A2 in the direction of Hanover and Bielefeld. At the Werder interchange, continue along the A10 in the direction of Berlin Central. At the Nuthetal interchange, turn half right onto the A115 in the direction of Berlin Central. At the Funkturm interchange, turn half right onto the A100 in the direction of Hamburg / Wedding / city centre / ICC Messedamm. At the Beusselstraße junction, turn right into Beusselstraße. At the end of Beusselstraße, turn left into Alt-Moabit and then right into Gotzkowskystraße. You will find the Adrema Hotel on your right after only a few metres.

FROM THE EAST (FRANKFURT/ODER): 
A12 in the direction of Spreeau motorway interchange. At the Spreeau interchange, continue along the A10 in the direction of Magdeburg / Dresden / Potsdam / Berlin Central. At the Nuthetal interchange, turn half right onto the A115 in the direction of Berlin Central. At the Funkturm interchange, turn half right onto the A100 in the direction of Hamburg / Wedding / city centre / ICC Messedamm. At the Beusselstraße junction, turn right into Beusselstraße. At the end of Beusselstraße, turn left onto Alt-Moabit and then right on the Gotzkowskystraße. You will find the Adrema Hotel on your right after only a few metres.